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2nd Circuit rules ERISA remand
orders non-final, non-appealable
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The 2nd Circuit’s ruling forcefully rejected the analogy of
ERISA cases to administrative
agency remands and especially to
Social Security remands. The
court also acknowledged that the
ERISA statute contains no authority for even permitting remands, but then failed to question
how the practice arose and
whether there is even a legal basis
for remanding ERISA benefit disputes to a private party adjudicating the claim.
Lacking any authority in the
ERISA statute comparable to the
provisions of the Social Security
statute authorizing remands (42
U.S.C. Section 405(g)), not only is
the practice of remanding ERISA
cases extrastatutory, it is also of
questionable constitutional validity. Given the requirement based
on Article III of the Constitution
requiring federal courts to issue
final decrees of conclusive character, disposing of ERISA cases
without fully deciding the issues
and granting a remedy violates
that rule.
Absent a ruling that decides the
merits of the dispute with finality,
there is no “immediate and definitive determination of the legal
rights of the parties in an adversary proceeding upon the facts
alleged.” See, Aetna Life Insurance
Co. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227, 241
(1937).
Haworth found that a declaratory judgment entered in a disability insurance dispute was a final order. But ERISA remands do
not fulfill the same purpose as a
declaratory judgment.
Hence, while the 2nd Circuit
disposed of the issue of whether
ERISA remands are final and appealable orders, it left open a serious question that remains to be
examined.
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